Tagging Station

HKC’s New Style of RFID Library Security Gate is a tool that
serves to enhance the safety & security of materials in libraries.
With simple and elegant design, the gate takes up very little
space, which avoids a lot of worries for floor planning and fit in
the environment of modern libraries.

The reader embedded in the gate can quickly read the RFID tags
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surveillance terminals. Additional CCTV system can also be
added to the solution to record the on-site situation when an
alert is stimulated.

The security gate applies top-class RFID reader in the world,
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whose annual fault rate is lower than 1% and has no impact on

Features:






Reliable design with low noise, smooth operation and longer life
Continuously to switch tags without using the keyboard and mouse
Support the transformation of tags on books, disc, shelves, and RFID card
The effective of reading distance of the RFID tag reaches 30cm
Available to calculate each librarian workload









Can set the maximum number of books borrowed automatically according to the request
High successful rate of encoding of RFID tag or chip for multiple standards
Able to handle tagging of library materials including but not limited to books
Can handle and accept the controlled code in requested formats
Ability to amend the information data on the tag
The barcode Scanners are for high-end usage and compatible to multiple dispensing system
Collect the backing paper into a roll automatically

Technical Specifications


Size : 700*500*400



Reading Distance: <=30cm



Protocol : HF and UHF RFID protocol



Internet Port : USB, RS232, R145, wireless extension function



Power Supply : AC230V, 50/60HZ



Operating Temperature: -20℃～50℃



Applicable Tag : Paper tag in roll (diameter less than 19cm)



Product Standard : ISO15693, ISO180003
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